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Dawn Clements
*Upstairs at the McLvers’ (The Cobweb, 1955)*, 2016
Watercolor on paper
23 x 128 inches

Cynthia Lin
*Cr3NegEAsidefc*, 2014-15
Graphite, charcoal, acrylic and ink on paper
82 x 151 inches

Gelah Penn
*Big Serial Polyglot Y*, 2016
Lenticular plastic, plastic garbage bags, digital prints, plastic tarps, acrylic paint, metal staples on mylar and Yupo
Dimensions variable

Fran Siegel
*Overland 13*, 2011
Cyanotype, ink, pencil and pigment on cut paper
96 x 168 inches
Fran Siegel + Dawn Clements + Cynthia Lin + Gelah Penn
*Placed*, 2016
Mixed mediums on paper, mylar and Yupo
Dimensions variable